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Abstract

This paper analyses data collected in 2012 and 2013 at the ESSEC Business School from Kallystée, a proprietary mass-attendance business game. Company boards are simulated by teams of five students selected at random. The design manipulates the gender composition of the boards to allow for all possible gender combinations. Data show that all-men and mixed teams with four women perform significantly better than all-women teams. However, when controlling for the average tolerance to risk score of the teams, the performance advantage of all-men teams vanishes, while the team-specific economic performance of teams with four women is still positive and strong. Teams with four women take more risks than the team tolerance to risk score would predict, which suggests some form of team specific action bias or risk-shift.
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1. Introduction

After the 2000-2001 “governance crisis”, driven by new opinion trends and legal changes in some countries, female representation on corporate boards worldwide continues to increase (Azmat, 2014). Yet, the firm-level evidence of a positive link between executive board diversity and firms’ economic performance is inconclusive (Adams and Ferreira 2009; Ahern and Dittmar, 2012; Matsa and Miller 2013; Joecks et al. 2013; Bertrand et al. 2014). More recently, in the wake of the Global Financial Crisis of 2007-2009, journalists and policymakers argued that more gender-balanced bank boards would have constrained the banks’ taste for excessive risk in the early 2000s. Evidence from firm-level data in this respect has also been inconclusive (Bansak et al., 2011; Muller-Kahle et al., 2011; Adams and Ragunathan, 2012).

This paper uses evidence from a controlled experiment to address the question of whether a firm’s economic performance is impacted by the gender composition of its executive board. It also studies whether improved performance resulting from specific gender compositions is the result of improved decision making processes or just a reflection of higher tolerance.

Data were collected in 2012 and 2013 at the ESSEC Business School (France) from a proprietary business game called Kallystée. The game was developed in the 1990s by Daniel Tixier and Raymond Gambini with the support of l’Oréal Paris.

The game simulates the managerial decision-making process at a large cosmetics company. The key observation unit is the “firm”, represented by its “executive board” which comprises five students teamed together at random. Firms are then grouped at random into sets of five and assigned to a market, called “Universe”. Firms have some ability to differentiate their products in a typical market environment of imperfect competition. Each board makes all decisions over several periods or rounds. The organization of the game including the decision steps, its key rules and the information structure are presented in the Appendix B.

For the purpose of this study, the business school’s administration allowed us to manipulate the gender composition of the five-member participant teams. We used a random selection process to create teams of five women (i.e., all-women teams), and teams with four (i.e., four women and one man), three, two, one and, finally, no women (i.e., all-male teams) (respectively referred to as 5W, 4W, 3W, 2W, 1W and 0W teams).

---

1 Following the example of Norway, which introduced a 40% corporate board quota for women as early as 2003, 11 EU countries introduced legal instruments to promote gender diversity on company boards: Belgium, France, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, Portugal, Denmark, Finland, Greece, Austria and Slovenia. See also European Commission (2012).

2 A short movie, filmed in 2011, shows how the simulation is actually played (www.youtube.com/watch?v=VIED5U6geI). A set of photos is also available online : http://behavioralresearchlab.essec.edu/research/ research-topics/results
In addition to measuring economic performance by standard indicators (total equity, profit, sales), the game environment allows us to observe teams’ risk-taking behavior. Indeed, in this game, the early launch of a new, high-quality product appears to be a good proxy for a high-risk decision. This high-end, high-risk positioning strategy is also indirectly captured by firms’ investment in R&D, which is a prerequisite for launching new products. We therefore have two good proxies to assess team risk-taking behavior based on gender composition.

First-year students with no training in business administration played the business game for three dedicated days, at the beginning of the first term (October-November). We collected data on 1100 students who played the game in 2012/2013 and 2013/2014. Our sample includes students enrolled in the Master in Management Program (MiM) (19.8 years old, on average, in our sample), and the Bachelor in Business Administration (BBA) Program (18 years old, on average). Both types of students had a strong general educational background.

To measure the students’ individual attitudes towards risk, we used the self-reported tolerance-to-risk score introduced by Dohmen et al. (2011). Additional personal data were collected from the school’s official records, including gender, age, parents’ educational level, and administrative district of residence during high-school. As a proxy for academic ability, for each student we collected their grade in microeconomics, a compulsory first-year course with a homogenous syllabus across the two programs.

In brief, regression analysis highlighted that 0W and 4W teams appeared to perform significantly better than 5W teams, with economic performance assessed by three distinct variables: total equity, profits and sales. Controlling for team tolerance to risk (defined as the average tolerance to risk of the team members) dampens the estimated coefficient for the 0W dummy, suggesting that team tolerance to risk may be one important mechanism through which gender composition impacts economic performance. We then studied actual risk taking behavior in the game by analyzing the decision to launch a new product and the decision of how much to invest in R&D. Male-dominated teams and 4W teams behaved as typical “first movers”, a strategy that, in this game, is quite successful.

Our analysis has many common elements with the paper by Apesteguia et al. (2012), who were the first to use data from a business game to study the impact of a decision team’s gender

---

1 The two degree programs have different admission tracks and different curricula. BBA students are recruited directly after high school, while the Master in Management program, which is part of the prestigious French “Grandes Ecoles” classification, recruits - for its first year classes - students who have undergone a very intensive and demanding two-year post-high school program in Math, History and Literature. These students must then pass a national competitive exam for admission to the program. Traditionally ESSEC admits approximately 400 such students each year.

4 Economists often use the concept of risk aversion in connection with the Expected Utility Theory. In this framework, risk aversion represents an individual’s distaste for risk as the curvature of his/her Von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function. Tolerance to risk can be seen as the opposite of risk aversion. This concept is preferred by psychologists who refer to a broader definition of an individual’s attitude toward risk, which is most often contextualized.
composition on a firm’s economic performance. They used the data provided by StratX, a private company that runs an online mass-attendance business game for l’Oréal Paris. In that game, firms’ executive boards are simulated by teams of three students (instead of five in Kallystée) who self-select to participate as a team. The business decisions they must make are similar in nature to those in Kallystée, but the rules of the game are somewhat different. In particular, a corporate social responsibility (CSR) channel is explicitly introduced. The stated goal of each firm is to maximize shareholder value. Furthermore, in StratX each firm (i.e., 3-person team) plays against the computer, not each other (unlike in Kallystée). Accordingly, a company cannot take advantage of a possible mistake by a rival. Using data from the first round only (as many as 16,000 teams from 1,500 universities), the authors show that all-women teams (i.e., 3 women) had the poorest performance compared with mixed gender and all-male teams. The best performers were mixed teams of two men and one woman.

Hoogendorn et al. (2013) also provide evidence that mixed-gender executive boards perform better. In that study, the authors collected data on real firms created and managed by students enrolled in the Entrepreneurship program of the Department of International Business Studies at the Amsterdam College of Applied Sciences. In 2008-2009, 550 students created 45 firms, with teams comprising between 9 and 16 students. Students were randomly assigned to a team; the average proportion of women in each team varied between 17 and 58%. The authors’ key finding was that business teams with an equal gender mix performed better than those with a majority of males in terms of sales, profits and earnings per share. Teams with a majority of women seemed to perform better in terms of profits than the latter, but statistical tests were inconclusive. The authors acknowledged that mutual monitoring occurs more often in mixed gender teams than in more homogeneous teams (irrespective of gender), and that more intense monitoring has a positive impact on company performance. It is worth noting that the business legal structure (i.e., the “rules” of the game) included an interesting peer-punishing mechanism because students could decide to exclude a poorly performing member.

Finally, we wish to comment on a recent laboratory experiment related to our work. Berge et al. (2016) asked clients of the PRIDE microfinance program in Tanzania to participate in an experiment. Of the 229 participants, 128 were women and 101 were men. Participants had to complete a knowledge test in nutrition and business and also make an incentivized risky investment decision, both individually and as members of a 4-person team. In a typical between-subject design, teams were “all-men”, “all-women” or “mixed” (2 men and 2 women). Contrary to results from the field

5 In the game, the firm’s share value is driven by past performance.
6 This statistically significant result is driven by the extremely poor performance of the first decile of 3W teams along the performance measure.
and quasi-field experiments, the female-only teams outperformed male-only and mixed teams in the knowledge test, although men tended to perform better than women in the individual test. Similarly, when making joint risk-decisions, all-women teams took more risks than their all-men and mixed counterparts, even though there were no gender differences in risk-taking at the individual level.

Despite similarities to Apesteguia et al. (2012) (see above), our study differs in several respects. First, the data set is different. In particular, it comes from a business game that incorporates a strategic dimension by allowing teams to compete against each other. Second, while their performance analysis only used cross-sectional data at round two, we analyzed firms’ performance over all rounds, in a standard panel regression model. Third, as in the field study by Hoogendorn et al. (2013), students in our sample were randomly allocated to teams, conditional on gender. This ruled out any would-be self-selection bias. Kuhn and Villeval (2015) show that team selection depends on incentives, with the best-performing men being attracted to highly competitive compensation systems. Such a mechanism can bias the results, for instance if the competition logic of the business game attracts relatively better-performing men than women. In addition to randomization, controlling for academic ability by means of our proxy variable allows us to further reduce this risk. Finally, we collected data on individual tolerance to risk and investigated whether team tolerance to risk had a mediating effect on the relationship between gender composition and firm performance.

The paper is organized as follows: the next section presents the data. Section 3 introduces the empirical methodology and presents the results. The last section presents our conclusions.

2. The dataset

The database was constructed by merging firm-level data from Kallystée with individual-level data (collected from an individual survey administered during the game) and individual administrative data collected from the school. We ensured that students remained anonymous by replacing names with numerical identifiers at the beginning of the analysis.

2.1. Individual data

A total of 1100 students participated in the simulation in 2012 and 2013. Out of the whole sample, 49.50% of students were female (49.14% and 50.13% in the MiM and BBA programs, respectively).7 The mean age was 19.25 years (19.8 for MiM students and 18.0 for BBA students). For 85.3% of students, their father had a post-secondary educational level (85.9 and 83.8% in the MiM and BBA programs, respectively). For 82% of students, their mother had a post-secondary educational level (83.1 and 80.7% in the MiM and BBA programs, respectively).

7 In the last 15 years the proportion of women in the total student population of ESSEC Business School has been close to 50%.
As a proxy for academic ability we collected each student’s grade in first-year microeconomics. At ESSEC, the teaching of microeconomics is compulsory and draws on students’ skills in abstract reasoning and computation. MIM and BBA students take similar microeconomics classes (same syllabus, same set of professors teaching the classes, grade based on a written test at the end of the class). The mean grade in the first-year microeconomics class was 10.19 (out of 20), and was quite similar between male (10.05) and female students (10.32) (p = 0.20).

It has to be acknowledged that this measure for academic ability is probably only imperfectly correlated to the ability to run a firm, and ideally should have been complemented with a specific relevant validated measure. Another limitation of using first-year grades in microeconomics as a proxy measure, is that because students in the two academic years and two programs took different exams, the academic ability measure certainly had more associated noise. However, data presented in Table 1A in the Appendix show that the average grade in microeconomics was stable over years and across programs. Furthermore, the difference between female and male average grades was never significant. This consistency in the descriptive statistics suggests that our proxy reasonably captures some measure of individual academic ability.

Individual tolerance to risk was measured through an internet-administered survey that all individual participants had to complete. They received the link to the survey on their personal computers 10 minutes after the end of the fourth round of the game and had two hours to answer on a voluntary basis before making their decisions for the fifth round. Questions were elementary, involved no strategic dimension, and anonymity was guaranteed. Ideally, we should have collected data on the individual tolerance to risk before, during and after the game. Unfortunately the organization of the game – with a large number of students (up to 400), over three days only, and implemented on a very tight schedule – restricted us to using a single survey. Students were asked the following question: How do you see yourself? Are you generally a person fully prepared to take risks or do you avoid taking risks? Please tick a box on this 10-point scale, where box number 1 is "Unwilling to take risks" and box number 10 is "Fully prepared to take risks". This measure of tolerance to risk was introduced by Dohmen et al. (2011), who also showed that this measure correlates well with lottery-based measures of risk aversion (see also Both and Nolan (2012) and

---

8 It was not possible to use the students’ ESSEC admission scores as a measure of academic ability because MIM and BBA tracks have very different admission processes and requirements. Using the average grade during the first year of study as a proxy for students’ ability would also have been difficult for the same reason (MIM and BBA tracks are quite different).

9 Hoogendorn et al. (2013) introduced a multiple survey on relevant skills for entrepreneurs to capture such managerial ability.

10 Furthermore, the grade reflects not only the ability to develop abstract reasoning and mobilize computational skills, but also the effort made to succeed in the exam. We cannot rule out the possibility that a small number of students obtained poor grades simply because they chose not to study.

11 Hoogendorn et al. (2013) use the more robust three-step survey method, its implementation being facilitated by an entrepreneurial project that lasts for the whole academic year.
A benefit from using the fourth round break to have students complete questionnaires was that we could also collect data on how participants evaluated their team’s decision compared with what their individual decision would have been.

The survey response rate was 95.5% for the MiM program (in both the 2012/2013 and 2013/2014 sessions) and 72.7% for the BBA program (74.7% and 70.3% in the 2012/2013 and 2013/2014 sessions, respectively). The percentage of missing answers did not significantly differ between male respondents (14%) and female respondents (11.5%) (p = 0.22). Furthermore, there were no significant differences according to team gender composition at the firm level, with the percentage of missing answers ranging from 11.6% to 15.9% (p = 0.60).

On average, women appeared to be significantly (p<0.001) more risk-averse than men, with mean tolerance to risk scores of 5.78 and 6.43 for women and men, respectively. The significant difference between men and women remained stable over programs and years as can be seen in Table 2A in the Appendix. The general pattern of distribution (median, percentiles 25th and 75th, min, max) was also stable across programs and years.

From observing the way in which students filled in the questionnaire, we can claim that individuals answered the risk questionnaire independently from the other members of their team. However, it might still be the case that the self-reported tolerance to risk score at the fourth round of the game might have been influenced by the team’s gender composition or by the student’s experience during the first rounds (in particular, how the team had performed up to the end of the fourth round).

We thus ran five robustness checks to test whether the individual self-reported measure of tolerance to risk were not contaminated by firm history and gender profile, which would lead to a biased within-firm correlation of the tolerance to risk measure.

First, individual reports on risk by male and females might have been influenced by their group composition. For instance, a man placed in a group of women might report a higher tolerance to risk than the same man in an all-men group. Data presented in Table 3A in the Appendix reveal quite a linear relationship between the team tolerance to risk and the number of females on a team, showing that such compression/disturbance is not present in our data. The average tolerance to risk decreases by the same quantity (around 0.1) when the number of female participants out of five participants increases by one. 0W and 1W teams had a significantly higher tolerance to risk than 5W teams (p < 0.05). 4W teams had the lowest average tolerance to risk but were not significantly different from their 5W counterparts in terms of average tolerance to risk. These team patterns are consistent with differences between males and females as assessed independently from the group composition. Table 4A in the Appendix indicates that everything else being equal, the tolerance to risk of a male is 0.63 point higher than the tolerance to risk of a female.
Second, we computed the average risk tolerance measure for males and females, by team gender composition. If the average tolerance to risk for males (respectively females) is independent of the gender composition of the teams to which these males (respectively females) belong to, this would suggest that individual risk measures were not influenced by the teams’ gender composition. Data in table 5A in the Appendix reveal no differences in the average tolerance to risk of males (and respectively females) contingent on group composition.

As an additional robustness check, we decomposed the standard deviation of the tolerance to risk variable into “within (firm)” and “between (firm)” components. This was computed over the whole sample and also by gender composition of the firms. Results presented in Table 6A in the Appendix show that there was less between-firm than within-firm variation. Furthermore, the within standard deviation was stable across teams with various gender compositions, which confirms that individuals’ responses were not influenced by the team’s gender composition.

Third, we performed three regressions on individual self-reported tolerance to risk scores with respect to various independent variables (age, grade in microeconomics, parents’ educational level, type of program attended, academic year and place of residence). The first model is a standard OLS regression with pooled data. The second is a random-effects GLS panel regression, in which observations were structured by individuals and firms. The third model is a firm fixed-effects regression. The second and third models control for possible correlations between observations within a given company. Results displayed in Table 4A in the Appendix show consistent results between the three models, suggesting that there is no significant correlation in the self-reported tolerance to risk scores between individuals of the same company regardless of the “history” of the firm. This is corroborated by the Breusch and Pagan LM test of independence (p-value = 0.275) in the random-effects model and by the F-test following the firm fixed-effects model (Prob > F = 0.2091).

Fourth, in our data, the correlation of individual risk measures within firms was equal to 0.038 (the standard error of the intra-class correlation estimate is 0.017). This represents the share of the overall variance in the tolerance to risk which is explained by the within firm variance. As this share is almost close to zero, it suggests that individual risk measures within firms are no more similar than individual risk measures across different firms. As a complementary test, we computed the correlation of individual risk measures within groups of individuals that would have been randomly put together ex-post. The average within group correlation computed on 50 different random allocation of individuals into groups of five was equal to 0.037, which is almost identical to the measure obtained in the actual sample; this corroborates the absence of a contagion of tolerance to risk within firms.

The fifth and last check investigates the possible correlation between the self-reported tolerance to risk score and the team’s performance during the first rounds of the game. We regress...
the individual tolerance to risk as measured after the round four: (1) on team performance prior to completing the risk survey (the equity level at round four was here used as a covariate as it best summarizes to performance achieved at the end of round 4); (2) on the round specific performance at each of the previous rounds (namely profits at round 1, round 2, round 3 and round 4). Results are displayed in columns 4 and 5 of Table 4A in the Appendix. The performance variables are not significant, thus suggesting that the tolerance to risk measure has not been affected by the team experience in the game prior to answering the survey.

Altogether, these robustness checks suggest that we can reasonably accept that the individual tolerance to risk measure was not affected by the gender composition of the teams or individuals’ early experience in the game.

It could also be claimed that the individual tolerance to risk measure could have been affected by the gender composition of competitors (i.e. other firms within the same universe). If individuals know the gender composition of their competition boards, they can adjust their declared tolerance to risk according to their beliefs about how different types of teams will behave. However, in our study 87% of universes had a similar structure in terms of the gender composition of firms (either a 0W/ 1W/ 2W/ 4W/ 5W or a 0W/ 1W/ 3W/ 4W/ 5W structure), which would mitigate the risk of such contagion.

2.2. Firm-level data

The business simulation was run on the ESSEC servers. Our database comprised firm-level data for 44 Universes (markets) with five companies in each market, for a total of 220 firms. There were 140 firms in the MiM program and 80 firms in the BBA program (involving 1100 students).

The gender composition of companies in our sample, resulting from the random allocation of the students to firms contingent on their gender, is displayed in Table 1, which presents the overall data and data split by academic year and educational program. The percentages of 0W, 1W, 2W, 3W, 4W and 5W firms were, respectively 17.7%, 20.9%, 13.2%, 11.8%, 17.3% and 19.1%. The distribution of firms by gender composition was not significantly different between academic years (p = 0.34) or between programs (p = 0.65).
Furthermore, as the data presented in the Appendix show, the background characteristics of firms (i.e., average age of firm members, percentage of firm members whose father’s educational level was higher than secondary education, percentage of firm members whose mother’s educational level was higher than secondary education, average grade in microeconomics) did not differ significantly between firms with different gender compositions (0W, 1W, 2W, 3W, 4W and 5W) (see Tables 3A and 7A in Appendix). This confirms that the randomization procedure was applied properly.

The literature in experimental economics emphasizes that in individual decisions, women tend to display greater aversion to risk than men (Schubnaert et al. 1999; Eckel and Grossman, 2008a; 2008b; Croson and Gneezy, 2009; Charness and Gneezy, 2012), yet these differences are highly dependent on the context and on the task used to elicit the tolerance to risk (Filippin and Crosseto, 2016). The transformation of individual risk preferences into a team-based measure raises even more questions, as within-team interactions can alter answers. Several years ago, psychologists found evidence in favor of a “risk shift” phenomenon, according to which a team tends to adopt a riskier course of action than that which individuals in the team would take if deciding alone (inter alia: Wallach et al., 1962; Wallach and Kogan, 1965; Clark, 1971). Decision theorists analyzed various voting and bargaining models, and showed that each has its own predictions. Experimental economists analyzed team decision-making in terms of choosing risky alternatives using predetermined voting rules, and found that teams were either more risk averse than individuals composing the team, or presented no difference between individual and team attitudes (Zang and Casari, 2012; Brunette et al. 2015; Harrison et al. 2012). Morone and Temerario (2016) found that if no decision rule is imposed, then no statistical difference is observed between individual and team risk aversion.

From observing how students work in Kallystée, it turns out that consensus is the dominant decision process, which places individuals in a decision context close to that studied by Morone and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of women in the firm: 0</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>Academic Year</th>
<th>Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of women in the firm: 0</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>17.73</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>16,52</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of women in the firm: 1</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>20.91</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>21,74</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of women in the firm: 2</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>13.18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>17,39</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of women in the firm: 3</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>11.82</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13,04</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of women in the firm: 4</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>17.27</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15,65</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of women in the firm: 5</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>19.09</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15,65</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of observations</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Number and distribution of firms with respect to gender composition
Temerario (2016). We will thus assume that the average tolerance to risk of the individual members of a given team is a good proxy for the tolerance to risk of that team.\footnote{Risk-taking decisions could respond to differences in the within-group variance in tolerance to risk. However, in our data, the standard deviation of the average tolerance to risk variable was very stable across groups with very different gender compositions (Appendix - Table 3A), which suggests that tolerance to risk of groups did not differ in their within-group variance. We also tested the impact of within-group variance on tolerance to risk, together with the average tolerance to risk measure in the various sets of regressions. The within-group variance in tolerance to risk was never significant, and therefore no longer considered in the analyses presented in Tables 2-4.}

Missing individual values for female (respectively male) respondents were replaced by the average values computed for female (respectively male) respondents in the same academic year (2012/2013 or 2013/2014) and in the same program (MiM or BBA).\footnote{As a robustness check, we also computed an average tolerance to risk measure including only those students who answered the tolerance to risk questionnaire. Our results were not affected. Neither were they affected when we excluded groups with missing values.}

3. Results

3.1. The economic performance equation

In standard economic literature, the performance of a corporation is related to its return (from the accounting perspective) or market value (from the financial perspective). In this game, students are allowed to make their own guesses about what they should achieve, being informed from the outset that their firm is publicly listed, that they are running the firm on behalf of their shareholders and that the market value is defined as the firm’s total equity. It is not difficult to guess that maximizing total equity (i.e., the cumulated operating profit) should be the overriding goal of the executive board.\footnote{By contrast, in the StratX game, as analyzed by Apesteguia et al. (2012), there is an additional Corporate Social Responsibility goal that conflicts with profit maximization.}

The rules of \textit{Kallystée} state that in each market (Universe) there is only one award winner. Given the context (the company is publicly listed), the winner is the firm with the highest equity.\footnote{The winner is decided by consensus at the very end of the simulation, in a discussion between the game administrator and all five teams of the Universe. Should two firms be very close to each other in terms of total equity, other criteria such as market share can be taken into account.} At the end of the game, winning teams present their firm’s performance and strategy in a four-minute talk to all their colleagues, professors and the l’Oréal representatives. They also receive a bundle of high-end, expensive l’Oréal products. In this respect, the incentives to perform well as a team are quite strong.

As a main performance indicator, we used the total equity as recorded by the firm at each round. However, in real life, professional managers can pursue other goals than simply maximizing the market value of the firm, namely one-period profits (if they are “slaves of the short run”) or total sales (if they are concerned with “market power”). Our executive boards may have been victims of...
the same managerial biases. Accordingly, we followed Hoogendoorn et al. (2013) and considered one-period profits and sales as possible performance measures.16

As already mentioned, some noise in the data is inherent given the three-day experiment on a tightly schedule. We attempted to address this difficulty by collecting a relatively large number of observations and choosing an estimation technique – three-level hierarchical regression for panel data – which allowed us to contain estimation biases.

Firms’ decisions were observed at several rounds (resulting in variables being correlated with one another for a given firm), and firms were nested within Universes that may have had specific features (e.g. universes with different structure in terms of the gender composition of the teams). The 140 companies from the MiM played the game for 8 rounds, while the 80 companies from the BBA played 5 rounds. Hence our dataset was composed of 1,520 firm-level observations.

With $R_{tiu}$ as the performance measure at time $t$ for firm $i$ in universe $u$, we estimated the following three-level hierarchical model:

$$R_{tiu} = g_{tiu}' \alpha + x_{tiu}' \beta + \mu_u + v_{iu} + \epsilon_{tiu} \quad (1)$$

where $g_{tiu}$ is a vector of gender composition dummies and $x_{tiu}$ is a vector of covariates. These include the percentage of team members whose father (respectively mother) had a post-secondary educational level, the average age of the firm’s members, the average team members’ grade in microeconomics, a dummy for the academic year 2013, and a dummy for the MiM program. Error terms were broken down into normally distributed universe-specific effects $\mu_u$, firm-specific effects $v_{iu}$ and time-specific chance events $\epsilon_{tiu}$.

We then estimated the augmented equation:

$$R_{tiu} = g_{tiu}' \alpha + x_{tiu}' \beta + a_{iu} \gamma + \mu_u + v_{iu} + \epsilon_{tiu} \quad (2)$$

where $a_{iu}$ is the average tolerance to risk of the team.

In this second model, the vector of coefficients $\alpha$ captures the partial effect of gender composition after controlling for the team tolerance to risk. If $\alpha$ coefficients in model (2) are attenuated relative to corresponding coefficients in model (1), this would hint that team tolerance to risk is a mediating factor in explaining the overall team gender composition effect.

Table 2 presents the relationship between gender composition of teams and economic performance (as expressed by three different measures: equity level, sales and profit). We chose the all-women team as the reference to facilitate comparison of results with Apesteguia et al. (2012),

---

16 Total sales, net profit (or losses) and total equity of all firms are displayed on a large electronic board after each round (i.e., they are common knowledge).
who also adopted this convention. Estimates were performed using the \texttt{gllamm6} routine in \textit{Stata}, a method for fitting a wide range of multilevel models.\footnote{For an introduction to these Generalized Linear Latent and Mixed Models (GLLAMM), see the text by Rabe-Hesketh et al. (2004).}

First, note that firm-level and universe-level random effects are statistically significant, which validates our estimation strategy of using a hierarchical random effects model with firm and universe effects.

Output estimates of Equation 1 based on equity level (Table 2, first column) show that all-men (0W) and 4W teams performed significantly better than all-women teams. The performance gap between all-women teams and the 1W, 2W and 3W teams was not statistically significant. In contrast, in the data processed by Apesteguia et al. (2012), all-women teams performed significantly worse than all other teams.

There is another important contrast with the findings of Apesteguia et al. (2012). In their analysis, mixed teams with a majority of men (i.e., two men and one woman) performed best. In our analysis, mixed teams with a majority of women (4W) appear to be the best performers. This result is more in line with Hoogendoorn et al. (2013), who also reported the strong performance of equally mixed gender teams and suggested that, for their sample, teams with a majority of women might perform even better.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{cccccccc}
\hline
 & (1) & (2) & (3) & (4) & (5) & (6) & (7) & (8) \\
\hline
\textbf{Equity Level} & Sales & Profit & Equity level (round 1) \\
\hline
\textbf{Number of women in the firm: 0} & 1181**** & 443$^a$ & 2077*** & 986 & 242** & 131 & 181** & 22 \\
Number of women in the firm: 1 & 362 & 262 & 413 & 325 & 102 & 92 & 62 & 29 \\
Number of women in the firm: 2 & 284 & 183 & -328 & -428 & 20 & 9 & 39 & 15 \\
Number of women in the firm: 3 & 342 & 328 & 564 & 367 & 102 & 95 & 47 & 20 \\
Number of women in the firm: 4 & 1291*** & 1270** & 2052*** & 2031*** & 202** & 196** & 198** & 178** \\
Number of women in the firm: 5 & ref & ref & ref & ref & ref & ref & ref & ref \\
Average grade in Microeconomics & 254*** & 205*** & 231*** & 22** & 23** & 56* & 60** \\
\hline
\textbf{% of firm members whose father’s educational level} & 349$^*$ & 337* & 182 & 172 & -35 & -35 & 65 & 64 \\
\textbf{educational level} & : > secondary education & & & & & & & \\
\hline
\textbf{% of firm members whose mother’s educational level} & 302* & 262* & -876 & -875 & -73 & -70 & 64 & 60 \\
\textbf{educational level} & : > secondary education & & & & & & & \\
\hline
\textbf{Average age in the firm} & 124 & 119 & -670 & -631 & 34 & 34 & 121 & 125 \\
\hline
\textbf{Year 2013} & -793** & -731*** & -493* & -470* & -231** & -224** & 113 & 123 \\
\hline
\textbf{MIM program} & 1764*** & 1772*** & 693*** & 676*** & 145 & 144 & 143** & 135** \\
\hline
\textbf{Average risk self-assessment} & 806*** & 1163*** & 82*** & 80** \\
\hline
\textbf{Variance (covariance)} of random-effects \\
\hline
\textbf{level 1} & 5184685 & 5116560 & 1228499 & 1228499 & 1416389 & 1416492 \\
 & (201983) & (197190) & (476357) & (476357) & (55544) & (55546) \\
\hline
\textbf{level 2 (firm)} & 6226242 & 6483597 & 1169959 & 1169959 & 390399 & 328037 \\
 & (266474) & (564633) & (1024379) & (1024379) & (55844) & (55755) \\
\hline
\textbf{level 3 (universe)} & 311600 & 385175 & 116589 & 141497 & 64127 & 66580 \\
 & (32578) & (28634) & (12276) & (12559) & (50367) & (51240) \\
\hline
\textbf{Number of observations} & 1520 & 1520 & 1520 & 1520 & 1520 & 220 & 220 \\
\hline
\textbf{Wald test of H0: the coefficients of OW and 4W dummies are equal:p = 0.42} \\
\textbf{Wald test of H’0: the coefficients OW and 4W dummies are equal:p = 0.03} \\
\textit{All regressions include time (round) dummies (except for the two last regressions which include observations from round 1 only)} \\
\textit{*}, **, and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively
Column 2 in Table 2 presents output estimates of Equation 2; the set of control variables includes the team (average) tolerance to risk. First, we notice that team tolerance to risk has a significant positive impact on economic performance. This result is not surprising: if teams with a higher tolerance to risk score take more risks, then the economic performance improves. Second, when controlling for team tolerance to risk (increasing with the number of men in the team), all-men (0W) teams no longer perform significantly better than all-women (5W) teams (i.e., the coefficient becomes insignificant). Furthermore, the estimated coefficient of the 0W dummy is significantly reduced ($p < 0.01$). This suggests that all-men teams perform better mostly because they are, on average, more tolerant to risk.

However, after controlling for team tolerance to risk, 4W teams still performed significantly better than 5W teams. As a matter of fact, the coefficient for the 4W team is not attenuated when including the new control variable.\(^{18}\) This finding hints at some hidden “performance enhancing mechanism” that might have been at play in 4W teams.

Estimations of equation 1 and 2 based on sales (columns 3-4 in Table 2) and profit (columns 5 and 6 in Table 2) corroborate the former results (based on total equity): after controlling for risk aversion, 4 W teams still perform significantly better than 5W teams while 0W teams no longer perform significantly better than 5W teams.

Hoogendoorn et al. (2013) explained the strong performance of mixed teams by increased peer monitoring; other factors such as better team dynamics or preference shifts could be responsible for this abnormal performance (Azmat, 2014). Unfortunately, our data did not allow us to study the psychological determinants of this outcome. However, a complementary analysis helped us indicate to what extent this “abnormally” good performance may be connected to risk taking (see section 3.2 below).

Other results in Table 2 show that equity levels significantly increase with the average academic ability of the team members (their grades in microeconomics being a proxy for academic ability). Equity levels were higher in firms whose members had parents with post-secondary educational levels. The average age of individuals on the teams was not significantly associated with increased performance.

As a robustness check, we also ran equations 1 and 2 using equity level as the dependent variable and using only first-round observations (Columns 7 and 8 in Table 2). Coefficients were

\(^{18}\) The coefficient of the 4W dummy variable is now significantly different from the coefficient of the 0W dummy variable (see Wald test in Table 2). They were similar when we did not control for the tolerance to risk variable.
smaller but the results were consistent with those obtained in columns 1 and 2, confirming that the observed differences in performance were not driven by differences in learning ability.

We also ran a performance regression model using, as a measure of performance, the equity rank of the firm within each market of five firms (instead of the equity level). The results obtained from a categorical data regression model (with the firm rank as the dependent variable) were not qualitatively different from those presented in columns 1 and 2 of Table 4.

3.2. Association between gender composition and risk-taking behavior

In this section we use both a direct and an indirect measure of actual risk-taking behavior to study the impact of team gender composition on actual risk-taking behavior.

Launching a new product is a challenging decision in Kallystée. It requires a realistic forecast of future sales, many calculations to determine the expected unit cost, and a clever pricing strategy. In general, teams launched at most two new products over the eight (five) rounds. In the MiM 2012-2013 sample, at the second round, 75% of the firms introduced a new product to the market (of an average quality index of 4.7).

In the early rounds, launching a new product comes with a strategic risk because a competitor can simultaneously bring an identical product to the market. In this case, both firms would incur losses because they must share the market and might not be able to cover the development cost of the new product. Hence, launching a new complex product at round 2 is clearly a risky decision. Launching a third product early in the game can also be seen as a risky decision for the same reasons invoked above, but the strength of the test is weaker than for the second product (only firms that have already launched a second product at round 2 can subsequently launch a third product). This definition of “risk-taking” was largely shared by participants. In the survey (see above) administered at the fourth round, we asked participants what was a risky decision in this game in their opinion. The majority referred to "launching a complex product quickly". Data show that all teams ended up with at least one new product.

We therefore created two dummy variables as direct measures of risk-taking behavior: the first took the value 1 if the firm launched a product with a quality index higher than 7 at round 2 (note that the firm had already been producing the quality index 3 product). The second variable took the value 1 if the firm launched a third product with a quality index higher than 7 at round 3.

Table 3 presents the output of the regressions with the two dummies as dependent variables and the team composition dummies as main independent variables. The results in the first two columns refer to Model 1, where the dependent variable is “launch a complex new product in period 2”, and results in the last two columns refer to Model 2, where the dependent variable is “launch a
third complex product in period 3”. Note that for these cross-sectional estimations our sample was reduced to 220 observations (one observation per firm) and the structure of the regression was a two-level hierarchical model with a universe specific error term.

The (a) version does not include the average tolerance to risk, the (b) version does. In both models (1) and (2), team tolerance to risk appeared to be an important driver of the decision to launch a new product.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of women in the firm: 0</td>
<td>0.966**</td>
<td>0.562**</td>
<td>0.313</td>
<td>0.227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of women in the firm: 1</td>
<td>0.657*</td>
<td>0.552*</td>
<td>0.294</td>
<td>0.204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of women in the firm: 2</td>
<td>0.633</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>-0.079</td>
<td>-0.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of women in the firm: 3</td>
<td>0.527</td>
<td>0.454</td>
<td>0.253</td>
<td>0.203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of women in the firm: 4</td>
<td>0.445</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.627**</td>
<td>0.636**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of women in the firm: 5</td>
<td>ref</td>
<td>ref</td>
<td>ref</td>
<td>ref</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average grade in microeconomics</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of firm members whose father’s educational level: &gt; secondary education</td>
<td>-0.241</td>
<td>-0.273</td>
<td>2.137**</td>
<td>2.109**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of firm members whose mother’s educational level: &gt; secondary education</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td>0.905</td>
<td>-0.622</td>
<td>-0.591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average age in the firm</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIM program</td>
<td>-0.083</td>
<td>-0.088</td>
<td>-0.544</td>
<td>-0.571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 2013</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>-0.857</td>
<td>-0.848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average risk self-assessment</td>
<td>0.498**</td>
<td>0.155**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of observations</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(1) Launch of a second complex product in period 2 (yes/no)  
(2) Launch of a third complex product in period 3 (yes/no)  
(a) without average risk self-assessment (b) including average risk self-assessment  
*, **, and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively

Table 3. Association between team gender composition and launching a new high quality product (random effects probit models)

In the realistic decision-making context of our business simulation, all-women teams appeared to take the fewest risks, although the difference was not statistically significant with teams where the number of women was higher than two. This result contrasts with findings from the laboratory experiment by Berge et al (2016), where all-women teams took more risks than all men and mixed teams. Furthermore, when controlling for team tolerance to risk, 0W and 1W teams in model 1, and 4W teams in model 2 seemed to engage in risk taking action beyond what the average tolerance to risk would indicate.

Although launching new products is tantamount to taking risks, the motivation behind implementing such a course of action is not obvious. Certainly, a higher team tolerance to risk would prompt greater risk-taking. If teams take more risks than the average tolerance to risk score would suggest, this may suggest either a risk-shift phenomenon or action bias (described below). However, it is impossible to disentangle these two possibilities.
Research on action bias can be traced back to the seminal paper by Kahneman and Tversky (1982). They argued that negative outcomes are judged more severely when caused by action than when caused by inaction. As a consequence, people tend to prefer the status quo or develop an omission bias. A subsequent body of literature showed that this bias is strongest in environments where inaction is the norm (see the surveys in Anderson, 2003; Feldman and Albarracín, 2016). More recently, several papers revealed that, in an environment where action is the norm, faced with the same expected negative outcome from action or inaction, people would choose the former. This is referred to as action bias (Ritov and Baron, 1994; Patt and Zeckhauser, 2000; Feldman and Albarracín, 2016). An empirical analysis of soccer by Bar-Eli et al. (2007) tends to corroborate these predictions revealing that when considering a large number of penalty kicks, the goalkeeper tends to jump to the side when it would be better to stay in the center of the goals.

Our business game has similarities to the world of sports. In particular, the pedagogical context is favorable to action: students were there to “take decisions” in order to win the competition. Given the complex nature of the rules of the game, one cannot rule out that some teams were driven into risk-taking action by emotions connected to “doing something” and to boredom avoidance (i.e., action bias) rather than taste for risk (i.e., risk-shift). This possible action bias may have been impacted by the gender composition of the teams. Unfortunately, as highlighted above, our data do not enable us to disentangle these two possibilities.

Because firms aiming to launch new products must first invest in R&D, and because the volume of R&D is related to the quality of the product to be launched, R&D investment is a good indirect measure of risk-taking behavior.

Table 4 presents the estimates of an “investment equation” investigating the relationship between the teams’ gender composition and the amount of R&D investment. Estimates in columns 1 and 2 used the full panel dataset (with and without team tolerance to risk). Because investment naturally declines near the end of the game, the last column presents estimates for the first 5 rounds only for MIM and 2 rounds for BBA.

Following the pattern revealed by the product launch analysis, all-men and 1W teams carried out significantly more R&D than all-women teams. We also note that 4W teams invested significantly more in R&D than all-women teams (in line with their decision to launch a third high-quality product in the game’s third round).

Both the analyses of product launching and of R&D investment suggest that 4W teams (as well as teams with a majority of men) appeared to take risks beyond what their average tolerance to risk as a team would suggest. Again, this may be the result of either a risk-shift phenomenon, or an action bias specific to these teams. In turn, this first-mover attitude of 4W teams probably justifies their “abnormal” performance, as revealed by the performance analysis in the previous section.
Table 4. Association between team gender composition and R&D investments (3-level hierarchical linear regression model)

As mentioned above, tolerance to risk was measured using an online test administered at the fourth round of the game. At that time, students had already made the most critical decisions, particularly about whether to launch new products and what the quality of the products should be. In the same survey, subjects were asked to answer the following question: “with respect to decisions made so far by your team in the Kallystée business game, did the team take more risks than you would have taken on your own?”. They could answer on an increasing scale from 1 to 5, where values 1, 3 and 5 were “less risk”, “same risk” and “more risk” (5), respectively. We collected 958 answers with 35% percent of the population giving scale values of 4 and 5.

We built an indicator variable taking the value 1 for scale answers 4 and 5 (the individual declared that the team took more risks than he/she would have personally taken) and 0 for the remaining answers. Table 5 presents the estimation output of a probit model, with this indicator as the dependent variable and the team composition dummies as covariates, as well as other controls.
Among the team composition dummies, 4W teams distinguish themselves by a significant positive coefficient. Individuals in 4W teams were significantly more likely (than 5W teams) to declare that the team took more risks than they would have taken on their own. This is consistent with the risk-shift / action bias assumption expressed above. This result holds even when controlling for the respondent’s gender, with our results showing that female respondents were more likely to declare that the team took more risks than they would have taken on their own.

4. Conclusion

In general, laboratory experiments, field experiments and quasi-field experiments such as the observation of human behavior in business games can offer significant insights into how team interaction may lead to higher performance in gender-diverse teams. The accumulated evidence on this important topic is relatively scarce, and confidence in early results can improve only by replicating existing studies and performing a substantial number of new analyses. Using data collected in 2012 and 2013 from Kallystée, a proprietary business game developed for the ESSEC Business School, this paper contributes to this literature by analyzing the relationship between the gender composition of a decision team and its economic performance and risk taking behavior.

Our analysis of economic performance corroborates but also qualifies to some extent the early findings by Apesteguia et al. (2012), based on a different business game. They showed that all-women teams performed significantly worse than teams of other gender combinations. We also poor
performance of all-women teams, but this poor performance was not significantly different from the performance of some mixed teams. As in Apesteguia et al (2012), in our analysis, mixed teams performed best. However, unlike their analysis, where mixed teams with a majority of men performed best, in our data the best performers were mixed teams with a strong majority of women (four women in a five-member team). Thus, our results concerning the gender effect on performance are closer to those obtained by Hoogendoorn et al. (2013) from a field experiment in which business students had to create real small businesses. In their data, the best performance in terms of equity, profits or sales was achieved by mixed teams with 50% to 60% women, a result they explain by the higher peer monitoring observed in mixed teams.

Moving beyond sheer performance analysis, we carried out a joint analysis of team economic performance and tolerance to risk. The performance analysis revealed that all-men teams and 4W teams performed significantly better than all-women teams. However, when controlling for team tolerance to risk, the performance premium of all-men teams vanished, while the performance premium of all other gender combination teams diminished. It turns out that team tolerance to risk has an important mediating effect on economic performance. Even when controlling for average tolerance to risk, four women teams maintained their performance edge compared with all-women teams.

This outstanding performance of 4W teams appears to be grounded in their risk taking behavior. As shown in the second part of our study, 4W teams take more risks than the average tolerance to risk of their team would indicate, as if these teams develop some specific form of risk-shift or action bias that drives them to use aggressive first-mover strategies. They launch new products and invest heavily in R&D, in a decision pattern similar to that of teams with a majority of men. An opinion survey administered during the game corroborated this finding, with a significant number of individuals belonging to 4W teams declaring that the team took more risks than they would have taken by themselves. Such strong performance of mixed (gender) but unbalanced (in number) teams raises new research questions about gender interaction in teams.

From a policy perspective, our preliminary findings support the idea of increasing the gender diversity of corporate boards, as the best performance is achieved by mixed teams, although not without taking more risks than the reference team. Certainly, our results should be interpreted with a significant degree of caution when looking for policy implications and generalizations. In particular, the fact that the business game was played by participants without managerial experience might be a limitation. It would be interesting to see if the same results held for experienced managers playing the game.
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Appendix A. Complementary data analysis
(Online)

Table 1A. Distribution of students’ grade in microeconomics exam variable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All</th>
<th>Academic Year</th>
<th>Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Males</td>
<td>Females</td>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>10,05</td>
<td>10,32</td>
<td>0,20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P25</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P75</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of observations</td>
<td>554</td>
<td>542</td>
<td>302</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2A. Distribution of individual tolerance to risk measure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All</th>
<th>Academic Year</th>
<th>Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Males</td>
<td>Females</td>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>10,05</td>
<td>10,32</td>
<td>0,20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P25</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P75</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of observations</td>
<td>554</td>
<td>542</td>
<td>302</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3A. Characteristics of created firms according to gender composition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>% of firm members whose father’s educational level &gt; secondary education</th>
<th>% of firm members whose mother’s educational level &gt; secondary education</th>
<th>Average Age</th>
<th>Average grade in microeconomics</th>
<th>Average tolerance to risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>std</td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>std</td>
<td>mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of women in the firm: 0</td>
<td>0,84</td>
<td>0,23</td>
<td>0,85</td>
<td>0,18</td>
<td>19,26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of women in the firm: 1</td>
<td>0,85</td>
<td>0,18</td>
<td>0,83</td>
<td>0,18</td>
<td>19,07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of women in the firm: 2</td>
<td>0,84</td>
<td>0,19</td>
<td>0,80</td>
<td>0,20</td>
<td>19,35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of women in the firm: 3</td>
<td>0,84</td>
<td>0,20</td>
<td>0,84</td>
<td>0,13</td>
<td>19,33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of women in the firm: 4</td>
<td>0,87</td>
<td>0,17</td>
<td>0,82</td>
<td>0,19</td>
<td>19,06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of women in the firm: 5</td>
<td>0,85</td>
<td>0,17</td>
<td>0,86</td>
<td>0,15</td>
<td>19,02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of observations</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 4A. Regressions on individual tolerance to risk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>Random-effects GLS</td>
<td>Fixed-effects model</td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>OLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coef</td>
<td>Coef</td>
<td>Coef</td>
<td>Coef</td>
<td>Coef</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>-0.636***</td>
<td>-0.634***</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.633***</td>
<td>-0.630***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade in Microeconomics</td>
<td>-0.027*</td>
<td>-0.027*</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.021*</td>
<td>-0.027*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father’s educational level: &gt; secondary education</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>0.143</td>
<td>0.139</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother’s educational level: &gt; secondary education</td>
<td>-0.055</td>
<td>-0.052</td>
<td>-0.048</td>
<td>-0.047</td>
<td>-0.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attends MiM program (versus BBA program)</td>
<td>-0.049</td>
<td>-0.051</td>
<td>-0.044</td>
<td>-0.048</td>
<td>-0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 2013</td>
<td>-0.275***</td>
<td>-0.272***</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.260***</td>
<td>-0.258***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equity level at round 4 / 10000</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>1.088</td>
<td>0.442</td>
<td>-0.166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profit at round 1 / 10000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profit at round 2 / 10000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profit at round 3 / 10000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profit at round 4 / 10000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sigma_u</td>
<td>0.227*</td>
<td>0.861*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sigma_e</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rho</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Number of observations | 959 | 959 | 959 | 959 | 959 |

* *, **, and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.

* Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian multiplier test for random effects. Chi2(1)=0.36. Prob>chi2 = 0.2877

** F test that all u_i=0: F(219, 734) = 1.09  ;  Prob > F = 0.2093

The regressions also included dummies for place of residence

Dependent variable : tolerance to risk (1: unwilling to take risks…….10: Fully prepared to take risks)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Females</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>std</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of women in the firm: 0</td>
<td>6,39</td>
<td>1,63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of women in the firm: 1</td>
<td>6,48</td>
<td>1,77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of women in the firm: 2</td>
<td>6,41</td>
<td>1,62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of women in the firm: 3</td>
<td>6,38</td>
<td>1,70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of women in the firm: 4</td>
<td>6,45</td>
<td>1,88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of women in the firm: 5</td>
<td>5,81</td>
<td>1,67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of observations</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>482</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5A. Average “tolerance to risk” for males and females, by team gender composition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>Between</th>
<th>Within</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>std</td>
<td>std</td>
<td>std</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All observations</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of women in the firm: 0</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of women in the firm: 1</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of women in the firm: 2</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of women in the firm: 3</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of women in the firm: 4</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>1.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of women in the firm: 5</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 6A. Decomposition of the standard deviation of the individual “tolerance to risk” variable into between and within standard deviation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Average % of firms members whose father's educational level &gt; secondary education</th>
<th>Average % of firms members whose father's educational level &gt; secondary education</th>
<th>Average age</th>
<th>Average grade in microeconomics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nb of women in the firm = 0 versus Nb of women in the firm = 1</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb of women in the firm = 0 versus Nb of women in the firm = 2</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb of women in the firm = 0 versus Nb of women in the firm = 3</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb of women in the firm = 0 versus Nb of women in the firm = 4</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb of women in the firm = 0 versus Nb of women in the firm = 5</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb of women in the firm = 1 versus Nb of women in the firm = 2</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb of women in the firm = 1 versus Nb of women in the firm = 3</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb of women in the firm = 1 versus Nb of women in the firm = 4</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb of women in the firm = 1 versus Nb of women in the firm = 5</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb of women in the firm = 2 versus Nb of women in the firm = 3</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb of women in the firm = 2 versus Nb of women in the firm = 4</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb of women in the firm = 2 versus Nb of women in the firm = 5</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb of women in the firm = 3 versus Nb of women in the firm = 4</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb of women in the firm = 3 versus Nb of women in the firm = 5</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb of women in the firm = 4 versus Nb of women in the firm = 5</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7A. Test of comparison in background characteristics between teams with different gender composition (Wilcoxon rank-sum tests)
Appendix B. The Kallystée Business Simulation Game, a primer

The business simulation game Kallystée was developed in the 1990s by Daniel Tixier and Raymond Gambini with the support of l’Oréal Paris. As with other business games, Kallystée simulates the fundamentals of the market dynamics of a large company, with an established brand name, facing competition from a small number of similar rivals. In Kallystée, the virtual company is part of the cosmetics sector. The strong involvement of l'Oréal Paris brings a touch of the real business world to the game.

The simulation has several learning goals, which include: (1) providing first-year students, who have very limited practical experience, with a taste of real-life business decision-making; (2) introducing fundamental concepts that will be further developed in specialized classes (e.g., return on assets, balance sheets, interest rates, demand elasticity, advertising, etc.); (3) increasing student awareness of how important firms’ strategic interactions are for decision making; and finally, (4) creating strong team-building skills by sharing a common academic experience (participation in the game by all first-year students is mandatory).

In general the game lasts for three entire dedicated days. It alternates periods of decision-making with periods of training and marketing-related lectures.

The key observation unit is the “firm”, represented by its “executive board,” which comprises five students teamed together at random. Each team makes all decisions over several periods or rounds. Firms are then teamed at random into sets of five and assigned to a “Universe”. The composition of each Universe is kept constant during the simulation. Universes are independent of each other. Each Universe reflects a market for skin cream, with five suppliers and its own computer-simulated demand (for each product variety). At the end of the game, a reward is provided to the best firm in each Universe (according to a process described in the next section). Students receive an individual grade to reward their participation and involvement; their presence is strictly monitored (which probably explains why attendance is close to 100% throughout the three days).

The practical organization of the game is logistically demanding. On the first day, the 300 to 400 first-year students are organized into teams and provided with the game’s rules and general instructions. For each of the 5-firm Universes, a “supervisor” (a professor or a final-year student) is appointed. This supervisor clarifies the most difficult concepts and monitors the teams in terms of team and individual participation. Decisions and interactions are computerized.

19 Rules and definitions are provided in a 66-page document, available online at : http://behavioralresearchlab.essec.edu/research/research-topics/results.
Teams then move to the school’s gymnasium (“The Dome”), transformed into a large workspace for the purposes of the game. Each firm has its own decision desk, where students meet, discuss, analyze and record their decisions using their laptops. Each firm’s computers are connected to the ESSEC server. Once decisions are recorded, the simulation is run on the server under the direct control of the administrators. Desks of firms belonging to the same Universe are placed as far as possible from each other.

Within a given Universe, students’ names and allocation to teams is public information. Teams are forbidden to communicate their decisions or strategies to other teams, and any collusive behavior is subject to heavy sanctions (poor grades, elimination from the game). The game is conducted in an open space where students can circulate freely, meet during breaks, and have informal discussions about the game. Firms compete each against each other, not against a computer. In this environment, students have little incentive to share information with their rivals.

At the very beginning of the game, students are required to work on a test decision that will be discussed with the administrators but will not be recorded. Then, they move to the regular rounds of the game. On average, the decision time per round is approximately two hours, followed by one hour for the administrators to run the simulation and display the results.

The decision horizon comprises eight successive rounds for the MiM program and five rounds for the BBA students. At the beginning of the game (t=1), all firms have a similar “history”, i.e., they are identical in all respects, having a similar balance sheet and a similar stock of inventories. In particular, they have a product (“skin cream”) of a relatively modest quality index in stock. During all decision-making rounds, students must make a large number of decisions. For each product, they must make five specific decisions (procurement volume, selling price, commercial discount, referencing budget, and product-specific advertising expenses) and an additional 11 general decisions at the firm level (including general advertising and brand management, sales staff, R&D investment, short-term loans, long-term loans, trade credit, etc.).

Teams can launch new products, knowing that they are allowed to manage at most three products simultaneously. For each new product, the management team can choose an integer between 1 and 15 as a quality index, knowing that the quality index of the existing product is 3. Investment in R&D is needed to launch any new product in the next round. However, once the development phase is completed, the firm can buy the product from an external manufacturer that uses its design. The firm must pay a higher price to acquire a higher quality product.

According to a standard principle in financial economics, companies that take higher risks can expect a better average return. This assumption was introduced in the simulation through a relationship between total demand and the number of product varieties in that market. Accordingly,
each new product will push up total market demand and pull the profits of all firms upwards. This relationship is spelled out clearly in the rules of the game.

Figure 1 presents the evolution of the average number of products and of their quality index for the MiM sample, as analyzed in the main text. At the second round, the average number of products was lower than two, showing that not all firms had launched a second product. After round six, firms no longer launched new products, expecting that they would not have enough time left to reap any benefits. The average quality index rose over time.

![Figure 1. Average number of products and average quality index over time (MiM 2012-2013 sample).](image)

At the end of each round, teams are provided with comprehensive feedback about the consequences of their decisions. A key piece of information is the number of items sold: given the posted price and various fixed and variable costs, this ultimately determines profits and losses. After each round, firms also learn what products were brought to market by their rivals, as well as their sales, price, total marketing spending, and market share. Total sales, net returns (profit or losses) and total equity of all firms are displayed on a large electronic board after each round.

For each product, the demand addressed to one specific firm depends not only on total market demand but also on the price and marketing strategies of this firm relative to the prices and
marketing strategies of its four rivals. The game allows for a large number of advertising levers (at least six), all having a positive and different impact on demand via the “attractiveness” of the product, but which all come at a cost which must be taken into account. Launching a new product with an optimal combination of general and specific advertising to create its brand identity, and selling it at the “right price”, are the keys to success.

As mentioned above, Kallystée involves several financial decisions. Launching a new product requires investment in R&D, and several sources of funding are available. Firms that choose the best financing combination will have lower financial costs. The management of liquidity is also important, and experience shows that this is a difficult topic for first-year students. In the game, poor financial management can be the reason for large losses.

At the beginning of the game, all firms have the same equity. Losses reduce equity, and net-of-tax profits are reinvested in the firm. No dividend is distributed. Thus, total equity increases over time with cumulated profits (and is reduced by losses). Should total equity ever fall to zero, the firm is declared bankrupt.

Figure 2 displays the evolution of the firms’ total equity as recorded during the business games analyzed in our paper. The left-hand graph applies to BBA students, who play the game for five rounds, the right-hand graph to MiM students, who play the game for eight rounds. The box plot representation highlights that the students’ economic performance is quite diverse, with some firms doing very well, while others are close to bankruptcy. The performance gap widens over time.
The box indicates the 75% percentile as the upper hinge, the 25% percentile as the lower hinge and the median; the other elements are the upper / lower adjacent lines, dots are outliers.

**Figure 2.** The evolution of total equity, BBA (80 firms) and MiM (140 firms)
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